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This report prov ides an out l ine of the

archaeological discoveries on the Cuilcagh mountain

plateau in counties Fermanagh and Cavan.  Its main

focus is on the numerous boulder monuments which

have been erected on the plateau in prehistoric times,

which were first identified here in October 2015.  Since

then a number of field trips have been made to survey

the Cuilcagh plateau and document the boulder

monuments there.  The study builds on the work of

Burns and Nolan (2017) in recording and analysing the

boulder monuments of the Burren-Marlbank area.  

I hope that the report will support further field

studies of boulder monuments, not only on the Cuilcagh

plateau but also in other regions.  By revealing the

importance of Cuilcagh mountain to prehistoric people,

the report should further assist the Marble Arch Caves

UNESCO Global Geopark in the protection and

development of the mountain.  In addition to the

discursive report, a catalogue of all the monuments so

far identified on the Cuilcagh plateau is available. The

survey of the plateau is not yet completed, with

approximately 1km of the plateau still to be traversed.  

Many boulder monuments have only been briefly visited

and could repay detailed study.

I am grateful for the support and assistance of

Magdalena Kluj, who provided insights into geological

aspects of the monuments and the plateau that would

otherwise have been overlooked; and Gaby Burns, who

offered second opinions, apposite questions,

encouragement, and produced the maps and diagrams

which accompany the report.  The Marble Arch Caves

UNESCO Global Geopark facilitated the study by

providing vehicle access to the Cuilcagh Mountain Park

track, which reduced the legwork involved in accessing

this remote site.  

Geology and physical geography of the mountain

Cuilcagh mountain dominates the skyline of  the

Fermanagh-Cavan border, and from its summit (on a

good day!) can be seen a large part of the northern half

of Ireland.  It has a distinct profile when viewed from the

north, forming with the Marlbank uplands a dramatic

backdrop to the Lower Macnean valley.  The Cuilcagh

plateau extends for 4km north-west from Cuilcagh

summit (666m) to Tiltinbane (596m), with an area of

approximately 1km² above an altitude of 600m.  A 3km

long curved ridge extends south-west from the summit,

descending gradually to around 530m before dropping

steeply to the Bellavalley Gap.  The northern edge of

the plateau is fringed by cliffs (fig. 1).  

The plateau (fig. 2) is formed of Lackagh

sandstone of Namurian age.  The mountain was given

its present appearance during the Midlandian glaciation
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Fig. 1: Cuilcagh mountain viewed from the north.

Fig. 2: view looking north-west along the plateau.



(Legg et al, 1998).  At the most the plateau was covered

by tens of metres of ice, rather than the hundreds of

metres that filled the valleys, thus there was relatively

little glacial erosion or deposition on the plateau –

indeed the plateau may well have been ice-free for a

large part of the Midlandian.  The cold temperatures of

the Midlandian produced the extensive blockfield on the

plateau, as ice formation broke up and tossed around

large blocks of Lackagh sandstone; as such there are

no true erratic boulders here.  Sandstone boulders

plucked from the edges of the plateau, and ground out

of the Marlbank, the Glangevlin valley and East

Cuilcagh, ended up dispersed around the lower slopes

and surrounding regions.  All of these sandstone

boulders later provided ample material for megalithic

monument construction, and in all periods for the

building of walls and houses.  

It has been suggested by Clarke et al (2010) that

as the British-Irish Ice Sheet retreated ice caps were left

in several highland regions around 15ka, one of which

was around the Cuilcagh highlands.  As the last ice

melted away, the present landforms were revealed.  The

ice had undercut the Lackagh sandstone, preferentially

eroding the underlying softer shales and mudstones,

and the removal of the plateau's foundations caused

cracking in the sandstone.  Initially large parts of the

cliffs collapsed, but as the sandstones continued to

seek equilibrium rifts opened along the south-west and

north-east edges of the plateau.  

Cuilcagh mountain provided both a backdrop and

a focal point for the communities that came to live in the

Burren-Marlbank area, and they left their mark upon the

mountain.  Just as they worshipped their gods,

computed and celebrated the seasons, and

memorialised their ancestors among the glacial erratic

boulders deposited in the lowlands, so too did they

among the boulders on the Cuilcagh plateau.  What the

reasons were behind this extensive monument creation

can now only be speculated at, but its mark persists

several millenia later.  It remains for us to record,

interpret, and preserve the landscape of what was

surely a sacred mountain.  

Evidence of prehistoric activity

on the Cuilcagh plateau

A number of prehistoric

archaeological sites are recorded

in the Sites and Monuments

Records of Northern Ireland and

the Republic of Ireland.  The most

obvious one is the large cairn on

the summit of Cuilcagh (FER

258:001/CV006-001), and nearby

are several hut sites (CV006-

003001, CV006-003002, CV006-

003003).  Less obvious is a

smaller and more damaged cairn

(FER 243:024, Laght a Phelim)

on the other end of the plateau,

4km north-west of the Cuilcagh

cairn.  Interestingly, this cairn is not sited on the highest

point of this end of the plateau, which is Tiltinbane,

200m to the south.  This gives a calculated bearing

from the Cuilcagh cairn to Laght a Phelim of 300.5°,

which accords with the calculated azimuth of sunset at

Beltane in 2000BCE (NOAA Solar Calculator).  One

might conjecture that the direction of the ridge inspired

the construction of these two cairns.  
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Fig. 3: distribution map of archaeological sites recorded on the Cuilcagh plateau.
Purple dots indicate monuments recorded in the SMRs.  Map drawn by Gaby 
Burns, geology based upon digital data from GSI.



The 2015 to 2017 field work on Cuilcagh has

revealed other monuments scattered across the plateau,

bracketed by the two cairns (fig. 3).  The vast majority of

these comprise boulder monuments, single boulders

which have been repositioned and modified in a variety

of ways.  Boulder monuments are far from obvious

anthropogenic constructions, since they are generally

comprised of only a few components, unlike megalithic

tombs, stone circles, hut sites, etc.  It can be argued that

in a post-glacial landscape such arrangements of

boulders could arise by chance.  In order to support the

extension of prehistoric activity to the whole plateau,

primari ly through the construction of boulder

monuments, it is necessary to find evidence that these

particular combinations of stones are of anthropogenic

origin.  

I present here evidence from several boulder

monuments across the Cuilcagh plateau which I believe

shows that these stone arrangements did not arise

naturally.  The evidence for boulder monuments falls into

two categories (Burns and Nolan, 2017): evidence

boulders, where there is strong internal evidence within

the setting to support an anthropogenic origin; and

geological evidence, where there is strong external

evidence related to the geology to show that a

monument could not have been naturally formed.  

The evidence boulders.  

Three evidence boulders have been identified on

the Cuilcagh plateau.  Two of these are CGH035a and

CGH035b, part of a setting of three boulders (including

CGH035c) which has been called the 'Druid's Chair'.

CGH035a and CGH035b are two stones split from one

boulder.  CGH035a is the 'Druid's Chair' itself, a boulder

split in such a way as to form the shape of a seat with a

backrest.  In addition it is propped and very finely

balanced along one lower edge.  Its partner CGH035b is

a triangular prism formed by the splitting of CGH035a.  It

was apparently propped, but has at some point been

tipped over; the 'shadow' of the original position of the

boulder can be seen when the surface of the bedrock is

wet, and a small rock sits on this less-weathered area

which is presumed to be the prop (fig. 4).  

An interesting aspect of both CGH035a and

CGH035b is the sculpting on the edges of the two

boulders, where the edges have been flattened.  We

have termed this 'flat edging', and it is an element of

boulder modification that needs further investigation

(figs 5a & 5b).  Flat edging has also been identified on

the inauguration chair of the O'Neills of Clandeboye,

which is displayed in the Ulster Museum (fig. 6).

Anthropogenically rounded edges have been identified

among the Burren monuments (Burns and Nolan,

2017), and flat edges may be an alternative form. 

It is shown by their splitting, positioning, and edge

modification (flat-edging) that neither CGH035a or

CGH035b are naturally shaped or positioned boulders.

The setting of CGH035a and CGH035b is completed by

a third propped boulder, CGH035c, which is raised fully

from the bedrock on small props.  The third evidence

boulder discovered is CGH050b (figs 7 & 26), which

shows incont rover t ib le internal ev idence of

anthropogenic interference.  CGH050b is a large

boulder with a propped 'capstone', formed from the

upper part of the boulder having been separated along

an existing joint and raised up on a small prop; the

likelihood of this occuring naturally must be nil.  
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Fig. 4: CGH035a (left rear), CGH035b (centre front), 
and CGH035c (right rear).  Scale to the left of 
CGH035b is 50cm.



Fig. 6: flat-edging identified on the Clandeboye Chair, 
Ulster Museum.

The geological evidence boulders

There are several boulders on the Cuilcagh

plateau whose current position can be shown to be

unnatural with regards to the geological events which

have shaped the plateau (see CGH050a, CGH076,

CGH099a).  Two of these geological evidence boulders

are considered in detail, CGH050a and CGH076.
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Fig. 7: CGH050b, showing its propped 'capstone'.  

Figs 5a (above) and 5b (below): 5a shows the flat-
edging on the Druid's Chair (CGH035a); 5b shows 
the digitally refitted CGH035a and CGH035b.  3D 
photogrammetry by Gaby Burns. 



CGH050a (figs 8 & 26) is situated on the north-eastern

side of the plateau.  It is a double propped boulder

which bridges over a large rift.  The sequence of

geological events is shown in figure 9.  It commenced

with the deposition of the boulder during the last

glaciation.  As the ice retreated from the lower slopes of

the mountain the rift developed, with the edge of the

plateau moving to the northeast.  Furthermore, the rock

on the southwest edge of the rift moved downwards.

Therefore, had CGH050a been propped naturally during

its deposition from the ice, it is highly unlikely that the

props would have remained trapped underneath during

the subequent faulting.  

Another boulder presenting strong geological

evidence is CGH076 (fig. 10), which has an unusually

placed micro prop between a vertical face of the boulder

and the vertical face of the rift which the boulder bridges

across.  The rift has developed along the south-western

edge of the plateau.  The geological evidence is

interpreted as the deposition of the boulder during

glaciation, followed by the opening up of the rift as the

ice retreated from the Glangevlin valley.  Consequently it

is extremely unlikely that the small rock could have

remained or been trapped behind the boulder as the rift

opened up.  This boulder in particular may be of interest

to geologists, as it shows that the rift it is placed over

has not enlarged since the side prop was placed in

position.  

Discussion of the Cuilcagh plateau monuments

Boulder monuments

Taking the evidence presented above it can be

assumed that other boulders on the Cuilcagh plateau

will exhibit evidence of anthropogenic modification, and

indeed this is so.  Many examples of boulder

monuments have been discovered on Cuilcagh, a type

of megalithic monument which has now been identified

and documented by the hundreds in the lowlands

around Cuilcagh mountain, and elsewhere in Ireland

(Burns and Nolan, 2017). 

 

The total number of boulder monuments recorded on

Cuilcagh (as of July 2017) is 123; a small cairn

(CGH019) 300m to the west of the staircase top, and a

possible hut site (CGH078) between the Cuilcagh Gap

and Tiltinbane, have also been identified.  
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Fig. 8: propped boulder CGH050a.

Fig. 9: sequence of geological events before the 
creation of boulder monument CGH050a.  Drawing 
by Gaby Burns.  



The modification of boulders by propping,

whereby one or more smaller rocks (the prop) have

been inserted between a boulder and the bedrock to

reposition the boulder in some way, are most commonly

observed on the Cuilcagh plateau.  Of course, some

boulders would come to rest naturally on smaller

boulders as the ice melted.  This makes the

identification of boulder monuments more difficult than

that of 'classical' megalithic monuments.  

However, we believe that the evidence gained

through the Burren-Marlbank survey and observations of

boulder monuments in other regions throughout Ireland

and further afield supports the identification of some

propped boulders as human modifications of the

landscape.  For what reason we do not yet know.  In

Iceland, for example, a propped boulder has been

observed, identified as a historical marker stone (fig.

11).  

Whatever the reason, propping a boulder gave it

significance.  Firstly the act of inserting a propping

stone repositions a boulder.  It can be used to change

its profile, or level it off.  Secondly, it creates a small

space underneath the boulder, and it may be that the

creation of this space was itself significant and more

than a by-product of the repositioning.  In some

instances on the Cuilcagh plateau boulders have been

observed to overhang an edge of an outcrop, or

positioned to cover a rift; in the lowland limestone areas

bedrock has sometimes been removed to create a

space underneath the boulder and/or to enhance the

boulder relative to the surrounding terrain.  Can such

small-scale rock-enclosed spaces be related to the

enclosing of space within the larger megalithic tomb

structures?  

Two new terminologies have been developed

from the Cuilcagh plateau study to describe the

repositioning of boulders within the landscape.

Perched boulders are those which are elevated above

their surrounding ground level, raised on an outcrop of

bedrock, and they may be skylined from certain

direction.  These differ from the previously identified,

both geologically and archaeologically, pedestal

boulders, which do occur naturally in limestone regions

where the bedrock not protected from the weather is

eroded faster, leaving the boulder raised.  These can be

observed in the Burren-Marlbank, and in some cases

the pedestals have been modified to enhance the

profile of the boulder.  In such cases, whether wholly

natural or wholly artificial or a combination of the two, a

pedestal will be restricted to the dimensions of the

boulder above.  This was not therefore felt to be an

appropriate term to use for the elevated boulders on

Cuilcagh, where the bedrock does not erode

differentially, and thus may extend beyond the
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Fig. 10: three possible sequences of events around 
propped boulder CGH076.  Drawing by Gaby Burns.

Fig. 11: boundary marker, Iceland, c. 1000 years old. 



dimensions of the boulder above.  Thus the term plinth

has been introduced, to indicate a surface which

extends beyond the boulder; many boulder monuments

on the Cuilcagh plateau rest on plinths.  CGH030

demonstrates well the propping and perching

characteristic of Cuilcagh boulder monuments (fig. 12).

It is a large slab of sandstone which has been propped

with a single rock, and perched on a flat plinth of

sandstone bedrock, which it also overhangs; thus two

spaces have been created underneath the boulder.

Other remarkable examples of perched boulders appear

skylined along the northeast and southwest edges of the

plateau from the lower ground, such as CGH001,

precariously propped and perched on the very edge of a

cliff (fig. 13).  Within the perched boulder category are

some standing stones, prominent unpropped boulders

within the blockfield, such as CGH022 (fig. 14).  Another

standing stone, CGH038, is surrounded by a kerb (fig.

15).  

Among the propped plateau boulders are four

recurring characteristics which require further research.

Firslty there are a number of small propped boulders,

loosely categorised as having a longest dimension of

less than 0.5m.  Such monuments are fragile, and,

assuming that they once proliferated in the valley

megalithic communities, have only survived on Cuilcagh

by reason of its remoteness.  These might represent

boulder monuments created by small groups or even

individuals.  Examples are provided by CGH017 (fig.

16), CGH028, CGH059, CGH067, and, perhaps the

smallest boulder monument yet, CGH090 (fig. 17).  

Secondly, propped boulders have been

discovered which have a prop which extends markedly

beyond the edge of the boulder it supports.  The

extended props identified, on CGH037, CGH047,

CGH071 (fig. 18), and CGH103, cannot have served

any special structural function, nor could they have been

determined by the availability of material, as suitable

small rocks proliferate on the plateau.  It is concluded

that there was a deliberate choice made to extend the

prop for some aesthetic reason: perhaps it served as a

pointer, or to place a votive offering on.  

Fig. 12: CGH030, a boulder propped and perched on
a plinth.  

Fig. 13: propped and perched boulder CGH001.
Scale is 50cm.

Fig. 14: standing stone CGH022.
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 Cuilcagh archaeological sites catalogue

Outline

To accompany the Cuilcagh Mountain archaeology report (September 2017).

Sites discovered up to 22 July 2017.

Survey conducted by Gaby Burns, Alasdair Kennedy and Magdalena Kluj.

Catalogue compiled by Alasdair Kennedy.

This is the catalogue of all archaeological sites recorded on Cuilcagh Mountain up to 22 July 2017. It is intended to 
compliment the Cuilcagh Mountain archaeology report (September 2017).

All the sites are recorded with a code: the letters ‘CGH’, and then a sequential three-figure number. Monuments have 
not been distinguished by townland. Where sites or monuments can be directly associated with each other, letters 
(‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’, etc.) are added after the number to distinguish individual sites or monuments. Where sites or monuments 
are so close together that the recorded points would be overlying one another two or more are grouped under one 
coordinate but individually numbered. The descriptions will enable identification of each site or monument.

Evidence boulders are marked with an * in the catalogue.

The catalogue is also accompanied by photographs, whose filename begins with the site code followed by any 
letter(s) if required, of the site(s) visible in the photograph. Multiple photographs of a site are numbered sequentially. 
Following the image number of monument groups are details identifying the monuments in view in that image, using 
abbreviations after the site code – L (left), R (right), Fr (front), Re (rear), C (centre). These should enable identification 
of each individual monument or site in the field.
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Catalogue

Entry format

Monument number Monument name 
Coordinates (UTM WGS84)
Description.  
Directional aspects: azimuths are relative to true 
north; inclination is indicated by +/-.  
Cf.: other monuments to compare, sharing some 
characteristic.  

FER 258:001 / CV006-001 Cuilcagh cairn 
29U 0577532E 6006528N 
Round cairn on Cuilcagh summit.  
Directional aspects: 

• CGH060 to Cuilcagh cairn is 119°.
• CGH062 to CGH065a to Cuilcagh cairn is 

117°.
• CGH066 to Cuilcagh cairn is 118°.
• Cuilcagh cairn to Tiltinbane summit is 299°. 
• Cuilcagh cairn to Laght a Phelim cairn is 

300.5°.  
Cf.: CGH060, CGH062, CGH065b, and CGH066, 
which have alignments related to Cuilcagh cairn.

FER 243:024 Laght a Phelim cairn 
29U 0574323E 6008361N
Round cairn north of Tiltinbane summit.  
Directional aspects: 

• Bearing from Cuilcagh cairn to Laght a 
Phelim cairn is 300.5°.  

• Bearing of Tiltinbane summit (which is 
marked by an unrecorded boulder) from 
Cuilcagh cairn is 299°.  

CV004-006 Boundary cairn 
Location uncertain
Marked on Irish SMR only, but not yet located; 
identified on Irish SMR as Laght a Phelim.  CGH088 
cairn is in the approximate position indicated by 
SMR but does not match the description.  
C.f.: FER 243:024; CGH088, a small cairn.  

CV006-003001, CV006-003002, CV006-003003 
29U 577435E 6006483N
Approximate position of three hut sites recorded on
Irish SMR.  

CGH001 
29U 0576325E 6007266N 
Propped and perched boulder.  Prominent on 
skyline from the boardwalk track on approach to 
the plateau.  Its plinth is formed by the cliff edge.  

CGH002 
29U 0576341E 6007248N
Propped boulder with a natural basin on top.  
Quartz pebble layer in sandstone bedrock exposed 
to north side on plinth.  

CGH003 
29U 0576343E 6007234N
Propped boulder.  Perched on edge of bedrock 
plinth with overhang.  

CGH004 
29U 0576349E 6007229N
Double propped boulder.

CGH005 
29U 0576356E 6007203N
Propped and perched boulder which overhangs 
plinth.  Plinth has possibly been excavated to create
the overhang and an alcove (note sharp edges in 
photograph CGH005 02).  

CGH006a, CGH006b 
29U 0576311E 6007235N
A pair of perched boulders on a small sandstone 
outcrop.  
CGH006a is a micro propped and perched squarish 
slab.  
CGH006b is a taller elongated upright ice-scoured 
slab embedded with quartz pebbles, with a large 
'knob' on top, which is positioned on a point on the 
edge of its plinth.  There is an alcove between the 
plinths of CGH006a and CGH006b which is 
overhung by CGH006b.  

CGH007 
29U 0576288E 6007244N
A propped, squarish boulder on a plinth of bedrock.
Prominent bedding on side.  

CGH008 
29U 0576301E 6007231N
Propped and perched boulder facing north.  Quartz 
pebbles on upper surface of boulder.

CGH009 
29U 0576349E 6007152N
A small propped boulder on the north edge of a 
large rift, which it does not overhang (nicely 
positioned flush with the edge).  The prop is on the 
long axis and is pointed.  

CGH010 
29U 0576327E 6007165N
A spectacular propped slab which is perched over a 
large rift to form a 'bridge'.  The top surface of the 
slab reveals the quartz pebble bed.  Prominent 
'knob' in profile on upper end of slab.  Prop serves 
to elevate the pointed end of the boulder, and gives
it prominence (skylined).  Note the similarity in 
shape of the boulder and the prop when viewed in 
profile (see photograph CGH010 02).  

CGH011 
29U 0576344E 6007147N
A propped slab which is perched beside a rift, with 
a natural basin on top.
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CGH012 
29U 0576309E 6007146N
A propped slab, with a squarish prop.

CGH013 
29U 0576298E 6007154N
Propped slab.  

CGH014 
29U 0576299E 6007142N
Propped slab perched between two low outcrops to
form a 'bridge' and a large space underneath.  The 
propping raises the slab to the horizontal.  

CGH015 
29U 0576206E 6007083N
Pyramidal boulder, propped to give symmetry when
viewed from the west.  From this view it is also 
pubis shaped, with a natural basin in the bedrock 
directly below the end of the ridge.  
Directional aspects: 

• 108° (108°-288°) to boulder on horizon.
• 110°-290° along upper ridge.
• +18° on ridge but this is not precise as the 

ridge is not smooth.  Note the 'seat' rock on
the plinth at the lower end of the ridge.  

C.f.: CGH043, CGH057, CGH069b, CGH096, and 
CGH102, which have a similar shape and 
positioning.  

CGH016 
29U 0576255E 6007189N
A boulder propped and perched overhanging a rift. 
It is sitting on an exposure of the quartz pebble 
bed.  

CGH017 
29U 0576370E 6007123N
A small micro-propped boulder which is perched on
the upper surface of a much larger flat-topped 
'plinth' boulder, but not at the highest point.  It 
partially covers a shallow natural basin (which may 
be the reason for choosing this position on the 
plinth boulder), and quartz pebbles are exposed on 
the top surface of the large plinth boulder.  

CGH018  
29U 0576357E 6007134N
Boulder perched across a small rift in the bedrock.

CGH019 Cairn 
29U 0576403E 6007178N
A small oval-shaped cairn, approximately 4m by 3m
and 0.75m high.  Considerably covered by moss.  

CGH020 
29U 0576423E 6007112N
A micro-propped boulder (looking a bit like a 
dinosaur in profile), with triangular point on upper 
side in profile.  It has three props and probably one
point of contact with the bedrock.  

CGH021 
29U 0577029E 6006860N
Propped and perched squarish boulder, 
overhanging a small rift (note the displacement of 
other piece of bedrock).  Prop has crumbled.  

CGH022 
29U 0577007E 6006880N
Standing stone.  Prominent boulder standing on 
bedrock plinth on its short axis.  Pointed on top.  

CGH023 
29U 0577010E 6006891N
Tripod propped boulder, no contact of boulder with
bedrock.  The quartz pebble layer is exposed on the
plinth surface and there is a rift alongside the 
boulder plinth.  

CGH024 
29U 0577056E 6006914N
Propped boulder.  

CGH025 
29U 0576908E 6006864N
A beautiful propped boulder.  Two props, both 
sitting on a point.  One point of contact of boulder 
with bedrock.  A rift edges the plinth on two sides 
and the boulder slightly overhangs.  There is a 
lovely view to Knocknarea.  

CGH026 
29U 0577045E 6006926N
A standing stone.  Small, narrow slab standing on 
bedrock on its narrow side.  It is a possible pointer 
to two other boulders.  The quartz pebble layer is 
exposed on the plinth, in section like a kerb feature.

CGH027 
29U 0577071E 6006951N
Split boulder with one slab rotated. 

CGH028 
29U 0577098E 6006921N
A micro propped boulder.  Prominent when viewed 
from the west.

CGH029a, CGH029b 
29U 0577082E 6006909N
A pair of propped boulders.  
CGH029a is double propped and one of the props is
stacked, with one of the stack on point.  
CGH029b has a single prop.  

CGH030 
29U 0577004E 6006826N
A beautiful single propped and perched boulder on 
a bedrock plinth, which is very distinctive.  It 
overhangs the plinth.  Boulder is placed on its 
narrow side.  
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CGH031 
29U 0577114E 6006841N
A propped boulder with a stacked prop and a single
prop.  Quartz pebble band exposed on plinth form 
a kerb feature.  

CGH032 
29U 0577112E 6006813N
A propped boulder with three props and one point 
of contact on plinth, perched on a low outcrop.  
Curved underside of boulder forms space 
underneath.  

CGH033 
29U 0577210E 6006813N
Skylined boulder when viewed from the boardwalk 
to the north – appears to the left of the staircase 
head.  Propped and pointed on top. 

CGH034 
29U 0576892E 6007022N
Boulder is propped, and perched on a plinth 
between two rifts to partly overhang an alcove in 
the side of the plinth.  

CGH035a*, CGH035b*, CGH035c Druid's Chair 
29U 0577023E 6006889N
A beautiful three boulder setting, with two evidence
boulders.
CGH035a* – a propped boulder that is finely 
balanced and has been split to form a 'druid's 
chair'.  The base of the boulder is right-angled.  
There is a worked edge on the upper surface of the 
boulder around the edge of the 'chair' (termed 'flat 
edging' – this is the first observed occurance).  
CGH035b* – this is a triangular boulder that has 
been removed from CGH035a, and was likely 
propped but it has been tipped over relatively 
recently (note the 'shadow', a less-weathered area 
on the plinth).  A small rock lies on the shadow area
and was presumeably the prop.  This boulder also 
has flat edging.  
CGH035c – this boulder can be considered part of 
the grouping.  It is fully raised on small props. 

CGH036 
29U 0576944E 6007012N
A very nice double propped boulder, with one prop 
stacked.  Props placed on either side of front of 
boulder to create space underneath.  Quartz 
pebbles exposed on plinth and a giant horsetail 
fossil forms a natural basin in front of the boulder.  
There is a tiny point of contact between the boulder
and the plinth at the rear, with a rift behind the 
plinth which the boulder overhangs.  

CGH037 
29U 0576966E 6007028N
A propped boulder with at least two props, the 
front one is long and extends along one lower side, 
beyond the edge of the boulder (extended prop).  
The second prop is in the middle of the boulder to 

raise it off the pedestal. Rather geometric 
appearance in profile, with an upper point.  
C.f.: CGH047, CGH071

CGH038 Kerbed standing stone 
29U 0576978E 6007050N
A kerbed standing stone with possible alignment 
aspects and a regularity to the edges.  A possible 
marker.  

CGH039 
29U 0577000E 6007069N
Double propped boulder standing on a plinth which
has the quartz pebbles exposed and a natural basin
in front of boulder.  There is a rift alongside the 
plinth.  

CGH040a, CGH040b Rocking Stone 
29U 0577087E 6006993N
CGH040a is a rocking stone, entirely raised above 
its plinth on props.  The boulder has a natural basin
on top and rocks gently.  
CGH040b is a side stone to CGH040a and is 
propped.  

CGH041 
29U 0577085E 6006987N
A small tripod propped boulder.  

CGH042 
29U 0576879E 6007137N
Micro-propped slab.  The upper point of the prop is 
pointed, and the slab rests on the prop, a front 
plinth and rear plinth forming a bridge.  There is a 
small space covered by the slab between the front 
and the rear plinths.  There is a shallow irregular 
natural basin on top of the slab.  

CGH043 
29U 0576828E 6007117N
Small blocky pyramidal boulder perched on its 
sharp axis.  It has triangular and rectilinear aspects.
Possible marker/standing stone.  
Cf.: CGH015, CGH057, CGH069b, CGH096, and 
CGH102 which have a similar shape and 
positioning.  

CGH044a, CGH044b, CGH044c 
29U 0576836E 6007105N
Three closely associated boulders.  
CGH044a is a propped boulder.  
CGH044b is a perched slab overhanging its plinth to
the front northern aspect.  
CGH044c is a small split boulder with a chock stone 
in the split and two loose stones on top.  There are 
possible pieces from CGH044c between CGH044c 
and CGH044b.

CGH045 
29U 0576824E 6007124N
Prominent perched boulder with two props and 
levelled base.  Skylined from boardwalk to the 
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north.  There is a tiny point of contact between the 
rear corner of the boulder and the plinth.   
Prominent natural basin on the side of the boulder. 

CGH046 
29U 0576791E 6007104N
Perched boulder/standing stone skylined from the 
large flat boulder alongside the boardwalk on the 
low ground to the north.  The quartz pebble bed is 
exposed among the blocks comprising the 
foundations; the boulder is jammed upright among 
the blocks.  

CGH047 
29U 0576742E 6007113N
Table boulder on two props, perched on a plinth 
overlooking the NE side of Cuilcagh.  Note the 
extended prop on the west side.  
Cf.: CGH037, CGH071.  

CGH048 
29U 0576923E 6007109N
Micro propped boulder perched on a plinth.  A 
small chamber is formed by three props, one on 
the left, one on the right and one to the rear of the 
front two props.  

CGH049 
29U 0576952E 6007110N
Elongate propped boulder approximately 1m long, 
space formed underneath by propping and curve of
underside of boulder.  

CGH050a*, CGH050b*
29U 0576954E 6007085N
A pair of closely associated boulders.  
CGH050a is a boulder propped with two distinct 
chocks, and perched over a rift forming a bridge.  
Also of note is the aspect of CGH050a whose props 
face the props of the nearby CGH055a.  
CGH050b is a boulder positioned upright on its 
narrow base, and has a split and micro propped 
capstone.  

CGH051 
29U 0576982E 6007178N
Double micro propped boulder on a pedestal.  
There is a possible miniature kerb or court feature 
on the southwest of three rocks and one larger 
boulder.  

CGH052 
29U 0576964E 6007164N
Double propped boulder approximately 1m across, 
beside a small rift.  

CGH053 
29U 0576965E 6007149N
A propped and perched boulder, sitting tilted 
downwards on a small, broken outcrop which it 
overhangs.  It is skylined from the flat boulder 
beside the boardwalk.  There are quartz pebbles 

exposed on the underside of the boulder, a feature 
which is also present in the adjacent CGH054.  

CGH054 
29U 0576971E 6007136N
Propped boulder skylined from boardwalk path, 
and is visible from the large flat boulder.  It has a 
distinct point on top.  There are quartz pebbles 
exposed on the underside of the boulder, identical 
to the adjacent CGH053.

CGH055a, CGH055b Mother and Child 
29U 0576959E 6007064N
Two adjacent boulders sharing a plinth. 
CGH055a is a large propped boulder with a 
squarish aspect.  
CGH055b is a double micro propped boulder 
immediately adjacent to CGH055a on the same 
pedestal.  
Note: 

• The props of CGH055a and CGH055b are on
opposite sides.  

• The 'mother and child' aspect to the setting.
• The props of CGH050a and CGH055a face 

each other.  

CGH056 
29U 0576570E 6006894N
Ice-scoured propped boulder on a low plinth.

CGH057 
29U 0577040E 6006608N
Propped boulder.  Pyramidal profile and skylined 
when viewed from the west, as far away as CGH074.

CGH058 
29U 0577023E 6006584N
Propped boulder.

CGH059 
29U 0577000E 6006616N
Micro propped boulder.

CGH060 
29U 0576384E 6007148N
Perched blocky boulder on a low outcrop 
approximately 0.5m high.  It is prominent on the 
skyline from large areas of the plateau to the 
southeast, and it is on the line from the summit 
cairn to a prominent boulder on the top of the cliff 
southeast of Tiltinbane.  Micro propped boulder 
CGH095 is 5m to the south of CGH060.  
Directional aspects: 119°-299° alignment; 119° to 
the summit cairn, 299° to boulder on Tiltinbane.  

CGH061 
29U 0576374E 6007096N
Micro side propped boulder with two slimey pieces 
of red sandstone (imported, not Lackagh 
sandstone) loose in the space underneath.  
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CGH062 
29U 0576405E 6007093N
Micro propped boulder on large plinth with rifts 
around it.  Possible small cairn beside it under thick
moss with two smaller rocks sticking out of moss.  
Directional aspects: note alignment on 117°-297° 
with CGH065b (117°), skyline boulders in each 
direction, and Cuilcagh cairn (117°).  

CGH063 
29U 0576985E 6006776N
Micro propped boulder on small plinth with a small 
patch of quatz pebbles under prop.  Near footpath. 

CGH064a, CGH064b 
29U 0576327E 6007008N
Pair of ice-scoured propped boulders on the edge 
of the slope to the southwest from the plateau.
CGH064a is a double propped boulder, with very 
distinct props.  
CGH064b is a single propped slab immediately 
adjacent to CGH064a, with a cup mark or a natural 
basin on the corner nearest to CGH064a.

CGH065a, CGH065b Madonna 
29U 0576428E 6007087N
Two notable boulders on east end of a large 
scoured bedrock plinth.  (Note the glacial 
displacement to the southeast of some slabs on the
plinth.)
CGH065a is a double propped boulder.  
CGH065b is a standing stone with two distinct 
natural knobs on top ('Madonna'), and is in a short 
line of four boulders with CGH062 (the other two 
boulders on the line are otherwise unremarkable).  
It has been shaped by ice-scouring.  
Directional aspects: the line of CGH062 and 
CGH065b can be extended to the nearest skyline in 
each direction, 117° towards Cuilcagh cairn and a 
boulder on the skyline which exactly obscures the 
summit cairn when one stands on the plinth 
(standing on the boulders allows the cairn to be 
visible) – thus there is an alignment (117°) with the 
summit cairn.  The line can be extended on the 
back bearing of 297° through CGH062 to a marker 
on the skyline.  
Cf.: CGH066, which is also an ice-scoured boulder 
with a distinct fluted shape and 'female' 
characteristics, and is calculated to be on the 
alignment with Cuilcagh cairn.  

CGH066 
29U 0576969E 6006818N
Micro propped standing stone, nicely shaped by ice 
scouring (fluted, and with a vagina-like natural 
hollow).  Placed over a rift.  Near to stile in fence 
and beside the path.  The boulder has been 
disturbed by the positioning of a signpost in the rift 
and the rift has been filled with stones.  
Photographs CGH066 01, -02, -03, and -04 show it in
its original position; photographs CGH066 05, -06, 
and -07 show it after the signpost was erected.  

Cf.: CGH065b, which is also an ice-scoured boulder 
with a distinct shape and 'female' characteristics.

CGH067 
29U 0577012E 6006594N
Micro double propped boulder on a plinth 
overhanging a small rift pit.  

CGH068 
29U 0576694E 6006778N
Propped boulder with a natural basin on top.  

CGH069a, CGH069b 
29U 0576727E 6006724N
Two micro propped boulders on a low plinth.  
CGH069a is propped and overhangs plinth.  
CGH069b is propped to give triangular/pyramidal 
symmetry.  
C.f.: CGH015, CGH043, CGH057, CGH096, and 
CGH102, which have a similar shape and 
positioning.  

CGH070 
29U 0576603E 6006868N
Very large double propped boulder prominent from
the low ground to the southwest.  There are natural
basins on the top.  It has a stacked prop on the 
front left and a single prop on the front right, and 
from the front has a V shape.  A large natural basin 
on top near the front edge has a natural channel 
draining to the front face.  It is perched indirectly 
above a deep rift on the southwest slope off the 
plateau.  

CGH071 
29U 0576650E 6006833N
Micro propped boulder with a small natural basin 
on top partly covered by a small rock.  Note the 
extended prop.  
Cf.: CGH017 (micro propped boulder covering a 
natural basin), and CGH037 and CGH047 (extended 
prop).  

CGH072 
29U 0576658E 6006788N
Beautiful tripod propped boulder on a low plinth.  
Completely raised from the plinth on four small 
micro props.  

CGH073 
29U 0576657E 6006792N
Propped boulder on a smalled cracked plinth.  

CGH074 
29U 0576671E 6006783N
Large upright standing stone slab with a pyramidal 
profile from the west.  There are possible props or 
more likely flankers on the west side, one of which 
is also propped.  The standing stone has an 
overhang at the base to create a space.  It is 
prominent on the scarp from the southwest.  
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Catalogue

Entry format

Monument number Monument name 
Coordinates (UTM WGS84)
Description.  
Directional aspects: azimuths are relative to true 
north; inclination is indicated by +/-.  
Cf.: other monuments to compare, sharing some 
characteristic.  

FER 258:001 / CV006-001 Cuilcagh cairn 
29U 0577532E 6006528N 
Round cairn on Cuilcagh summit.  
Directional aspects: 

• CGH060 to Cuilcagh cairn is 119°.
• CGH062 to CGH065a to Cuilcagh cairn is 

117°.
• CGH066 to Cuilcagh cairn is 118°.
• Cuilcagh cairn to Tiltinbane summit is 299°. 
• Cuilcagh cairn to Laght a Phelim cairn is 

300.5°.  
Cf.: CGH060, CGH062, CGH065b, and CGH066, 
which have alignments related to Cuilcagh cairn.

FER 243:024 Laght a Phelim cairn 
29U 0574323E 6008361N
Round cairn north of Tiltinbane summit.  
Directional aspects: 

• Bearing from Cuilcagh cairn to Laght a 
Phelim cairn is 300.5°.  

• Bearing of Tiltinbane summit (which is 
marked by an unrecorded boulder) from 
Cuilcagh cairn is 299°.  

CV004-006 Boundary cairn 
Location uncertain
Marked on Irish SMR only, but not yet located; 
identified on Irish SMR as Laght a Phelim.  CGH088 
cairn is in the approximate position indicated by 
SMR but does not match the description.  
C.f.: FER 243:024; CGH088, a small cairn.  

CV006-003001, CV006-003002, CV006-003003 
29U 577435E 6006483N
Approximate position of three hut sites recorded on
Irish SMR.  

CGH001 
29U 0576325E 6007266N 
Propped and perched boulder.  Prominent on 
skyline from the boardwalk track on approach to 
the plateau.  Its plinth is formed by the cliff edge.  

CGH002 
29U 0576341E 6007248N
Propped boulder with a natural basin on top.  
Quartz pebble layer in sandstone bedrock exposed 
to north side on plinth.  

CGH003 
29U 0576343E 6007234N
Propped boulder.  Perched on edge of bedrock 
plinth with overhang.  

CGH004 
29U 0576349E 6007229N
Double propped boulder.

CGH005 
29U 0576356E 6007203N
Propped and perched boulder which overhangs 
plinth.  Plinth has possibly been excavated to create
the overhang and an alcove (note sharp edges in 
photograph CGH005 02).  

CGH006a, CGH006b 
29U 0576311E 6007235N
A pair of perched boulders on a small sandstone 
outcrop.  
CGH006a is a micro propped and perched squarish 
slab.  
CGH006b is a taller elongated upright ice-scoured 
slab embedded with quartz pebbles, with a large 
'knob' on top, which is positioned on a point on the 
edge of its plinth.  There is an alcove between the 
plinths of CGH006a and CGH006b which is 
overhung by CGH006b.  

CGH007 
29U 0576288E 6007244N
A propped, squarish boulder on a plinth of bedrock.
Prominent bedding on side.  

CGH008 
29U 0576301E 6007231N
Propped and perched boulder facing north.  Quartz 
pebbles on upper surface of boulder.

CGH009 
29U 0576349E 6007152N
A small propped boulder on the north edge of a 
large rift, which it does not overhang (nicely 
positioned flush with the edge).  The prop is on the 
long axis and is pointed.  

CGH010 
29U 0576327E 6007165N
A spectacular propped slab which is perched over a 
large rift to form a 'bridge'.  The top surface of the 
slab reveals the quartz pebble bed.  Prominent 
'knob' in profile on upper end of slab.  Prop serves 
to elevate the pointed end of the boulder, and gives
it prominence (skylined).  Note the similarity in 
shape of the boulder and the prop when viewed in 
profile (see photograph CGH010 02).  

CGH011 
29U 0576344E 6007147N
A propped slab which is perched beside a rift, with 
a natural basin on top.
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CGH012 
29U 0576309E 6007146N
A propped slab, with a squarish prop.

CGH013 
29U 0576298E 6007154N
Propped slab.  

CGH014 
29U 0576299E 6007142N
Propped slab perched between two low outcrops to
form a 'bridge' and a large space underneath.  The 
propping raises the slab to the horizontal.  

CGH015 
29U 0576206E 6007083N
Pyramidal boulder, propped to give symmetry when
viewed from the west.  From this view it is also 
pubis shaped, with a natural basin in the bedrock 
directly below the end of the ridge.  
Directional aspects: 

• 108° (108°-288°) to boulder on horizon.
• 110°-290° along upper ridge.
• +18° on ridge but this is not precise as the 

ridge is not smooth.  Note the 'seat' rock on
the plinth at the lower end of the ridge.  

C.f.: CGH043, CGH057, CGH069b, CGH096, and 
CGH102, which have a similar shape and 
positioning.  

CGH016 
29U 0576255E 6007189N
A boulder propped and perched overhanging a rift. 
It is sitting on an exposure of the quartz pebble 
bed.  

CGH017 
29U 0576370E 6007123N
A small micro-propped boulder which is perched on
the upper surface of a much larger flat-topped 
'plinth' boulder, but not at the highest point.  It 
partially covers a shallow natural basin (which may 
be the reason for choosing this position on the 
plinth boulder), and quartz pebbles are exposed on 
the top surface of the large plinth boulder.  

CGH018  
29U 0576357E 6007134N
Boulder perched across a small rift in the bedrock.

CGH019 Cairn 
29U 0576403E 6007178N
A small oval-shaped cairn, approximately 4m by 3m
and 0.75m high.  Considerably covered by moss.  

CGH020 
29U 0576423E 6007112N
A micro-propped boulder (looking a bit like a 
dinosaur in profile), with triangular point on upper 
side in profile.  It has three props and probably one
point of contact with the bedrock.  

CGH021 
29U 0577029E 6006860N
Propped and perched squarish boulder, 
overhanging a small rift (note the displacement of 
other piece of bedrock).  Prop has crumbled.  

CGH022 
29U 0577007E 6006880N
Standing stone.  Prominent boulder standing on 
bedrock plinth on its short axis.  Pointed on top.  

CGH023 
29U 0577010E 6006891N
Tripod propped boulder, no contact of boulder with
bedrock.  The quartz pebble layer is exposed on the
plinth surface and there is a rift alongside the 
boulder plinth.  

CGH024 
29U 0577056E 6006914N
Propped boulder.  

CGH025 
29U 0576908E 6006864N
A beautiful propped boulder.  Two props, both 
sitting on a point.  One point of contact of boulder 
with bedrock.  A rift edges the plinth on two sides 
and the boulder slightly overhangs.  There is a 
lovely view to Knocknarea.  

CGH026 
29U 0577045E 6006926N
A standing stone.  Small, narrow slab standing on 
bedrock on its narrow side.  It is a possible pointer 
to two other boulders.  The quartz pebble layer is 
exposed on the plinth, in section like a kerb feature.

CGH027 
29U 0577071E 6006951N
Split boulder with one slab rotated. 

CGH028 
29U 0577098E 6006921N
A micro propped boulder.  Prominent when viewed 
from the west.

CGH029a, CGH029b 
29U 0577082E 6006909N
A pair of propped boulders.  
CGH029a is double propped and one of the props is
stacked, with one of the stack on point.  
CGH029b has a single prop.  

CGH030 
29U 0577004E 6006826N
A beautiful single propped and perched boulder on 
a bedrock plinth, which is very distinctive.  It 
overhangs the plinth.  Boulder is placed on its 
narrow side.  
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CGH031 
29U 0577114E 6006841N
A propped boulder with a stacked prop and a single
prop.  Quartz pebble band exposed on plinth form 
a kerb feature.  

CGH032 
29U 0577112E 6006813N
A propped boulder with three props and one point 
of contact on plinth, perched on a low outcrop.  
Curved underside of boulder forms space 
underneath.  

CGH033 
29U 0577210E 6006813N
Skylined boulder when viewed from the boardwalk 
to the north – appears to the left of the staircase 
head.  Propped and pointed on top. 

CGH034 
29U 0576892E 6007022N
Boulder is propped, and perched on a plinth 
between two rifts to partly overhang an alcove in 
the side of the plinth.  

CGH035a*, CGH035b*, CGH035c Druid's Chair 
29U 0577023E 6006889N
A beautiful three boulder setting, with two evidence
boulders.
CGH035a* – a propped boulder that is finely 
balanced and has been split to form a 'druid's 
chair'.  The base of the boulder is right-angled.  
There is a worked edge on the upper surface of the 
boulder around the edge of the 'chair' (termed 'flat 
edging' – this is the first observed occurance).  
CGH035b* – this is a triangular boulder that has 
been removed from CGH035a, and was likely 
propped but it has been tipped over relatively 
recently (note the 'shadow', a less-weathered area 
on the plinth).  A small rock lies on the shadow area
and was presumeably the prop.  This boulder also 
has flat edging.  
CGH035c – this boulder can be considered part of 
the grouping.  It is fully raised on small props. 

CGH036 
29U 0576944E 6007012N
A very nice double propped boulder, with one prop 
stacked.  Props placed on either side of front of 
boulder to create space underneath.  Quartz 
pebbles exposed on plinth and a giant horsetail 
fossil forms a natural basin in front of the boulder.  
There is a tiny point of contact between the boulder
and the plinth at the rear, with a rift behind the 
plinth which the boulder overhangs.  

CGH037 
29U 0576966E 6007028N
A propped boulder with at least two props, the 
front one is long and extends along one lower side, 
beyond the edge of the boulder (extended prop).  
The second prop is in the middle of the boulder to 

raise it off the pedestal. Rather geometric 
appearance in profile, with an upper point.  
C.f.: CGH047, CGH071

CGH038 Kerbed standing stone 
29U 0576978E 6007050N
A kerbed standing stone with possible alignment 
aspects and a regularity to the edges.  A possible 
marker.  

CGH039 
29U 0577000E 6007069N
Double propped boulder standing on a plinth which
has the quartz pebbles exposed and a natural basin
in front of boulder.  There is a rift alongside the 
plinth.  

CGH040a, CGH040b Rocking Stone 
29U 0577087E 6006993N
CGH040a is a rocking stone, entirely raised above 
its plinth on props.  The boulder has a natural basin
on top and rocks gently.  
CGH040b is a side stone to CGH040a and is 
propped.  

CGH041 
29U 0577085E 6006987N
A small tripod propped boulder.  

CGH042 
29U 0576879E 6007137N
Micro-propped slab.  The upper point of the prop is 
pointed, and the slab rests on the prop, a front 
plinth and rear plinth forming a bridge.  There is a 
small space covered by the slab between the front 
and the rear plinths.  There is a shallow irregular 
natural basin on top of the slab.  

CGH043 
29U 0576828E 6007117N
Small blocky pyramidal boulder perched on its 
sharp axis.  It has triangular and rectilinear aspects.
Possible marker/standing stone.  
Cf.: CGH015, CGH057, CGH069b, CGH096, and 
CGH102 which have a similar shape and 
positioning.  

CGH044a, CGH044b, CGH044c 
29U 0576836E 6007105N
Three closely associated boulders.  
CGH044a is a propped boulder.  
CGH044b is a perched slab overhanging its plinth to
the front northern aspect.  
CGH044c is a small split boulder with a chock stone 
in the split and two loose stones on top.  There are 
possible pieces from CGH044c between CGH044c 
and CGH044b.

CGH045 
29U 0576824E 6007124N
Prominent perched boulder with two props and 
levelled base.  Skylined from boardwalk to the 
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north.  There is a tiny point of contact between the 
rear corner of the boulder and the plinth.   
Prominent natural basin on the side of the boulder. 

CGH046 
29U 0576791E 6007104N
Perched boulder/standing stone skylined from the 
large flat boulder alongside the boardwalk on the 
low ground to the north.  The quartz pebble bed is 
exposed among the blocks comprising the 
foundations; the boulder is jammed upright among 
the blocks.  

CGH047 
29U 0576742E 6007113N
Table boulder on two props, perched on a plinth 
overlooking the NE side of Cuilcagh.  Note the 
extended prop on the west side.  
Cf.: CGH037, CGH071.  

CGH048 
29U 0576923E 6007109N
Micro propped boulder perched on a plinth.  A 
small chamber is formed by three props, one on 
the left, one on the right and one to the rear of the 
front two props.  

CGH049 
29U 0576952E 6007110N
Elongate propped boulder approximately 1m long, 
space formed underneath by propping and curve of
underside of boulder.  

CGH050a*, CGH050b*
29U 0576954E 6007085N
A pair of closely associated boulders.  
CGH050a is a boulder propped with two distinct 
chocks, and perched over a rift forming a bridge.  
Also of note is the aspect of CGH050a whose props 
face the props of the nearby CGH055a.  
CGH050b is a boulder positioned upright on its 
narrow base, and has a split and micro propped 
capstone.  

CGH051 
29U 0576982E 6007178N
Double micro propped boulder on a pedestal.  
There is a possible miniature kerb or court feature 
on the southwest of three rocks and one larger 
boulder.  

CGH052 
29U 0576964E 6007164N
Double propped boulder approximately 1m across, 
beside a small rift.  

CGH053 
29U 0576965E 6007149N
A propped and perched boulder, sitting tilted 
downwards on a small, broken outcrop which it 
overhangs.  It is skylined from the flat boulder 
beside the boardwalk.  There are quartz pebbles 

exposed on the underside of the boulder, a feature 
which is also present in the adjacent CGH054.  

CGH054 
29U 0576971E 6007136N
Propped boulder skylined from boardwalk path, 
and is visible from the large flat boulder.  It has a 
distinct point on top.  There are quartz pebbles 
exposed on the underside of the boulder, identical 
to the adjacent CGH053.

CGH055a, CGH055b Mother and Child 
29U 0576959E 6007064N
Two adjacent boulders sharing a plinth. 
CGH055a is a large propped boulder with a 
squarish aspect.  
CGH055b is a double micro propped boulder 
immediately adjacent to CGH055a on the same 
pedestal.  
Note: 

• The props of CGH055a and CGH055b are on
opposite sides.  

• The 'mother and child' aspect to the setting.
• The props of CGH050a and CGH055a face 

each other.  

CGH056 
29U 0576570E 6006894N
Ice-scoured propped boulder on a low plinth.

CGH057 
29U 0577040E 6006608N
Propped boulder.  Pyramidal profile and skylined 
when viewed from the west, as far away as CGH074.

CGH058 
29U 0577023E 6006584N
Propped boulder.

CGH059 
29U 0577000E 6006616N
Micro propped boulder.

CGH060 
29U 0576384E 6007148N
Perched blocky boulder on a low outcrop 
approximately 0.5m high.  It is prominent on the 
skyline from large areas of the plateau to the 
southeast, and it is on the line from the summit 
cairn to a prominent boulder on the top of the cliff 
southeast of Tiltinbane.  Micro propped boulder 
CGH095 is 5m to the south of CGH060.  
Directional aspects: 119°-299° alignment; 119° to 
the summit cairn, 299° to boulder on Tiltinbane.  

CGH061 
29U 0576374E 6007096N
Micro side propped boulder with two slimey pieces 
of red sandstone (imported, not Lackagh 
sandstone) loose in the space underneath.  
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CGH062 
29U 0576405E 6007093N
Micro propped boulder on large plinth with rifts 
around it.  Possible small cairn beside it under thick
moss with two smaller rocks sticking out of moss.  
Directional aspects: note alignment on 117°-297° 
with CGH065b (117°), skyline boulders in each 
direction, and Cuilcagh cairn (117°).  

CGH063 
29U 0576985E 6006776N
Micro propped boulder on small plinth with a small 
patch of quatz pebbles under prop.  Near footpath. 

CGH064a, CGH064b 
29U 0576327E 6007008N
Pair of ice-scoured propped boulders on the edge 
of the slope to the southwest from the plateau.
CGH064a is a double propped boulder, with very 
distinct props.  
CGH064b is a single propped slab immediately 
adjacent to CGH064a, with a cup mark or a natural 
basin on the corner nearest to CGH064a.

CGH065a, CGH065b Madonna 
29U 0576428E 6007087N
Two notable boulders on east end of a large 
scoured bedrock plinth.  (Note the glacial 
displacement to the southeast of some slabs on the
plinth.)
CGH065a is a double propped boulder.  
CGH065b is a standing stone with two distinct 
natural knobs on top ('Madonna'), and is in a short 
line of four boulders with CGH062 (the other two 
boulders on the line are otherwise unremarkable).  
It has been shaped by ice-scouring.  
Directional aspects: the line of CGH062 and 
CGH065b can be extended to the nearest skyline in 
each direction, 117° towards Cuilcagh cairn and a 
boulder on the skyline which exactly obscures the 
summit cairn when one stands on the plinth 
(standing on the boulders allows the cairn to be 
visible) – thus there is an alignment (117°) with the 
summit cairn.  The line can be extended on the 
back bearing of 297° through CGH062 to a marker 
on the skyline.  
Cf.: CGH066, which is also an ice-scoured boulder 
with a distinct fluted shape and 'female' 
characteristics, and is calculated to be on the 
alignment with Cuilcagh cairn.  

CGH066 
29U 0576969E 6006818N
Micro propped standing stone, nicely shaped by ice 
scouring (fluted, and with a vagina-like natural 
hollow).  Placed over a rift.  Near to stile in fence 
and beside the path.  The boulder has been 
disturbed by the positioning of a signpost in the rift 
and the rift has been filled with stones.  
Photographs CGH066 01, -02, -03, and -04 show it in
its original position; photographs CGH066 05, -06, 
and -07 show it after the signpost was erected.  

Cf.: CGH065b, which is also an ice-scoured boulder 
with a distinct shape and 'female' characteristics.

CGH067 
29U 0577012E 6006594N
Micro double propped boulder on a plinth 
overhanging a small rift pit.  

CGH068 
29U 0576694E 6006778N
Propped boulder with a natural basin on top.  

CGH069a, CGH069b 
29U 0576727E 6006724N
Two micro propped boulders on a low plinth.  
CGH069a is propped and overhangs plinth.  
CGH069b is propped to give triangular/pyramidal 
symmetry.  
C.f.: CGH015, CGH043, CGH057, CGH096, and 
CGH102, which have a similar shape and 
positioning.  

CGH070 
29U 0576603E 6006868N
Very large double propped boulder prominent from
the low ground to the southwest.  There are natural
basins on the top.  It has a stacked prop on the 
front left and a single prop on the front right, and 
from the front has a V shape.  A large natural basin 
on top near the front edge has a natural channel 
draining to the front face.  It is perched indirectly 
above a deep rift on the southwest slope off the 
plateau.  

CGH071 
29U 0576650E 6006833N
Micro propped boulder with a small natural basin 
on top partly covered by a small rock.  Note the 
extended prop.  
Cf.: CGH017 (micro propped boulder covering a 
natural basin), and CGH037 and CGH047 (extended 
prop).  

CGH072 
29U 0576658E 6006788N
Beautiful tripod propped boulder on a low plinth.  
Completely raised from the plinth on four small 
micro props.  

CGH073 
29U 0576657E 6006792N
Propped boulder on a smalled cracked plinth.  

CGH074 
29U 0576671E 6006783N
Large upright standing stone slab with a pyramidal 
profile from the west.  There are possible props or 
more likely flankers on the west side, one of which 
is also propped.  The standing stone has an 
overhang at the base to create a space.  It is 
prominent on the scarp from the southwest.  
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CGH075 
29U 0576661E 6006766N
Propped boulder perched on upper edge of a large 
boulder plinth on the southwest scarp.  
Cf.: Propped boulder discovered on the Isle of Skye 
(OMS001).  

CGH076 
29U 0576673E 6006788N
Side propped ice-scoured boulder perched over a 
rift, the small side prop is placed between the 
boulder and the northeast wall of the rift.  It almost
bridges the rift but the prop/chock prevents this.  

CGH077 Rocking Stone 
29U 0576687E 6006790N
Propped rocking stone.  An elongated boulder 
completely raised above plinth and rocks gently.  
Cf.: CGH040a.

CGH078 
29U 0574434E 6008183N
Semi-circular 'kerb' structure in a hollow SE of 
Tiltinbane summit.  Large slanted slab adjacent to 
it.  

CGH079 
29U 0574805E 6008093N
Double-propped boulder, one prop on a sharp axis 
point.  

CGH080 
29U 0574699E 6008077N
A small single-propped sandstone slab on a low 
plinth of bedrock.  Two adjacent slabs are also 
displaced on top of the plinth.  

CGH081 
29U 0574528E 6008201N
A propped slab on slope southeast of Tiltinbane 
summit, where slope drops off steeply to the 
northeast.  Fine views to the north of the Marlbank. 
Slab is approximately 2.5m long and rests on four 
squarish props.  It is almost a table boulder, but 
slightly sloped.  Just above is a small cairn, CGH082
C.f.: CGH082.  

CGH082 
29U 0574533E 6008215N
A small cairn above the propped slab CGH081, 
approximately 1.5x2m.  
C.f.: CGH081.  

CGH083 
29U 0574854E 6008049N
Small single-propped boulder with an adjacent 
deep fossil basin.  

CGH084 
29U 0574943E 6007934N
Micro-propped boulder (one prop, which has 
cracked, and appears to be made of a brown 

sandstone), on a plinth which it overhangs.  

CGH085 
29U 0575189E 6007854N
Skylined boulder.

CGH086 
29U 0576971E 6007009N
Small double propped boulder, approximately 
50cm across.  

CGH087 
29U 0576920E 6006973N
Propped boulder.  

CGH088a, CGH088b, CGH088c 
29U 0577362E 6006737N
A group of three propped slabby boulders.  

CGH089 
29U 0577284E 6006698N
Unusually shaped propped boulder, standing 
upright on a plinth with a distinctive cut-out piece.  
The prop appears to be a brownish sandstone and 
has crumbled.  

CGH090 
29U 0576985E 6006776N
A lovely little rock with a micro-prop.  Possibly the 
smallest recorded.  Extremely fragile.  

CGH091 
29U 0576936E 6006507N
A double propped boulder on a pedestal.  

CGH092 
29U 0576953E 6006500N
A large double-propped boulder on a pedestal with 
a prominent overhang.  

CGH093 
29U 0576829E 6007123N
Propped boulder on bedrock with quartz pebbles.  

CGH094 
29U 0576430E 6010216N
Sculpted boulder close to the Cuilcagh track with a 
prominent corner hollow, channel and possibly a 
'shouldered peak'.  Could provide geological 
evidence if the boulder and adjacent sandstone 
outcrop were sampled as the boulder is most likely 
detached from this outcrop.  
Not on the Cuilcagh plateau but recorded here for 
the time being.  

CGH095 
29U 0576384E 6007148N
A small micro-propped boulder, 5m south of 
CGH060.  
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CGH096 
29U 0574214E 6008445N
A propped boulder with a diamond/pyramid profile,
approximately 1m high and 1m wide.  
C.f.: CGH015, CGH043, CGH057, CGH069b, and 
CGH102, which have a similar shape and 
positioning.  
Directional aspects: 042° along ridge.  

CGH097 
29U 0575231E 6007783N
A propped slab, with centrally placed prop.  

CGH098a, CGH098b, CGH098c 
29U 0575241E 6007806N
A group of three boulders on a sloping slab of 
bedrock.  
CGH098a is a propped ice-scoured boulder on 
north edge of the group, approximately 1m long.  
CGH098b is a curved ice-scoured boulder placed on
a rift. 
CGH098c is a propped boulder on the west edge of 
the group.  

CGH099a 
29U 0574803E 6008048N 
CGH099b 
29U 0574803E 6008040N
A pair of propped boulders on a low sandstone 
plinth.  When viewed from the west they form a 
'gateway' feature.  Both have similar profiles and 
act as pointers, pointing away from each other; the 
symmetry of CGH099a and CGH099b is remarkable.
CGH099b in particular is skylined from the lower 
ground to the west with a pointed 'nose'.  
CGH099a is a propped boulder which bridges a rift 
complex.  It has an elongated 'pear' shape, similar 
to the adjacent CGH099b.  This boulder may 
provide geological evidence, as it is spanning a rift 
complex which we assume opened up 
post-glaciation – the props would not have 
remained intact in that case if it was naturally 
propped.  

CGH100 
29U 0575336E 6007729N
A beautiful double propped boulder on a plinth.  
One prop is placed on its long axis (small pebble 

underneath is loose and not part of prop), and a 
piece of quartz pebble bearing sandstone is placed 
beside this prop.  On the boulder on south side is a 
large fossil basin; on north side is an exposure of 
the quartz pebbles.  Close beside it is a large 
boulder with a Caslin Way plaque marked with 
coordinates and bearings.  
Directional aspects: 119.5° (calculated) to Cuilcagh 
cairn.  

CGH101 
29U 0575306E 6007739N
A propped boulder approximately 1m across with 
an extended prop. 

CGH102 
29U 0575363E 6007655N
A pyramid propped boulder on a low plinth, 1.5m 
long, with a side stone (or side prop).  
Cf.: CGH015, CGH043, CGH057, CGH069b, and 
CGH096, which have a similar shape and 
positioning.  
Directional aspects: 118.5° to Cuilcagh cairn.  

CGH103 
29U 0575389E 6007639N
A propped boulder with a number of small props 
and one extended prop, which partially covers a 
small fossil basin on its plinth; several fossil basins 
and quartz pebbles exposed on the plinth.  

CGH104 
29U 0575557E 6007523N
A 1.2m long micro-propped boulder over a rift.  

CGH105a, CGH105b, CGH105c, CGH105d 
29U 0575400E 6007628N
A close group of four propped boulders.  
CGH105a is propped, approximately 1m across and 
slabby.  
CGH105b is a slabby propped boulder with quartz 
pebbles exposed on it.  
CGH105c has an extended prop.  
CGH105d has a distinct corner prop with a 
triangular profile, giving a slight extension.  
Directional aspects: bearing to Cuilcagh cairn is 
calculated as 118.5° from the group.  
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CGH075 
29U 0576661E 6006766N
Propped boulder perched on upper edge of a large 
boulder plinth on the southwest scarp.  
Cf.: Propped boulder discovered on the Isle of Skye 
(OMS001).  

CGH076 
29U 0576673E 6006788N
Side propped ice-scoured boulder perched over a 
rift, the small side prop is placed between the 
boulder and the northeast wall of the rift.  It almost
bridges the rift but the prop/chock prevents this.  

CGH077 Rocking Stone 
29U 0576687E 6006790N
Propped rocking stone.  An elongated boulder 
completely raised above plinth and rocks gently.  
Cf.: CGH040a.

CGH078 
29U 0574434E 6008183N
Semi-circular 'kerb' structure in a hollow SE of 
Tiltinbane summit.  Large slanted slab adjacent to 
it.  

CGH079 
29U 0574805E 6008093N
Double-propped boulder, one prop on a sharp axis 
point.  

CGH080 
29U 0574699E 6008077N
A small single-propped sandstone slab on a low 
plinth of bedrock.  Two adjacent slabs are also 
displaced on top of the plinth.  

CGH081 
29U 0574528E 6008201N
A propped slab on slope southeast of Tiltinbane 
summit, where slope drops off steeply to the 
northeast.  Fine views to the north of the Marlbank. 
Slab is approximately 2.5m long and rests on four 
squarish props.  It is almost a table boulder, but 
slightly sloped.  Just above is a small cairn, CGH082
C.f.: CGH082.  

CGH082 
29U 0574533E 6008215N
A small cairn above the propped slab CGH081, 
approximately 1.5x2m.  
C.f.: CGH081.  

CGH083 
29U 0574854E 6008049N
Small single-propped boulder with an adjacent 
deep fossil basin.  

CGH084 
29U 0574943E 6007934N
Micro-propped boulder (one prop, which has 
cracked, and appears to be made of a brown 

sandstone), on a plinth which it overhangs.  

CGH085 
29U 0575189E 6007854N
Skylined boulder.

CGH086 
29U 0576971E 6007009N
Small double propped boulder, approximately 
50cm across.  

CGH087 
29U 0576920E 6006973N
Propped boulder.  

CGH088a, CGH088b, CGH088c 
29U 0577362E 6006737N
A group of three propped slabby boulders.  

CGH089 
29U 0577284E 6006698N
Unusually shaped propped boulder, standing 
upright on a plinth with a distinctive cut-out piece.  
The prop appears to be a brownish sandstone and 
has crumbled.  

CGH090 
29U 0576985E 6006776N
A lovely little rock with a micro-prop.  Possibly the 
smallest recorded.  Extremely fragile.  

CGH091 
29U 0576936E 6006507N
A double propped boulder on a pedestal.  

CGH092 
29U 0576953E 6006500N
A large double-propped boulder on a pedestal with 
a prominent overhang.  

CGH093 
29U 0576829E 6007123N
Propped boulder on bedrock with quartz pebbles.  

CGH094 
29U 0576430E 6010216N
Sculpted boulder close to the Cuilcagh track with a 
prominent corner hollow, channel and possibly a 
'shouldered peak'.  Could provide geological 
evidence if the boulder and adjacent sandstone 
outcrop were sampled as the boulder is most likely 
detached from this outcrop.  
Not on the Cuilcagh plateau but recorded here for 
the time being.  

CGH095 
29U 0576384E 6007148N
A small micro-propped boulder, 5m south of 
CGH060.  
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CGH096 
29U 0574214E 6008445N
A propped boulder with a diamond/pyramid profile,
approximately 1m high and 1m wide.  
C.f.: CGH015, CGH043, CGH057, CGH069b, and 
CGH102, which have a similar shape and 
positioning.  
Directional aspects: 042° along ridge.  

CGH097 
29U 0575231E 6007783N
A propped slab, with centrally placed prop.  

CGH098a, CGH098b, CGH098c 
29U 0575241E 6007806N
A group of three boulders on a sloping slab of 
bedrock.  
CGH098a is a propped ice-scoured boulder on 
north edge of the group, approximately 1m long.  
CGH098b is a curved ice-scoured boulder placed on
a rift. 
CGH098c is a propped boulder on the west edge of 
the group.  

CGH099a 
29U 0574803E 6008048N 
CGH099b 
29U 0574803E 6008040N
A pair of propped boulders on a low sandstone 
plinth.  When viewed from the west they form a 
'gateway' feature.  Both have similar profiles and 
act as pointers, pointing away from each other; the 
symmetry of CGH099a and CGH099b is remarkable.
CGH099b in particular is skylined from the lower 
ground to the west with a pointed 'nose'.  
CGH099a is a propped boulder which bridges a rift 
complex.  It has an elongated 'pear' shape, similar 
to the adjacent CGH099b.  This boulder may 
provide geological evidence, as it is spanning a rift 
complex which we assume opened up 
post-glaciation – the props would not have 
remained intact in that case if it was naturally 
propped.  

CGH100 
29U 0575336E 6007729N
A beautiful double propped boulder on a plinth.  
One prop is placed on its long axis (small pebble 

underneath is loose and not part of prop), and a 
piece of quartz pebble bearing sandstone is placed 
beside this prop.  On the boulder on south side is a 
large fossil basin; on north side is an exposure of 
the quartz pebbles.  Close beside it is a large 
boulder with a Caslin Way plaque marked with 
coordinates and bearings.  
Directional aspects: 119.5° (calculated) to Cuilcagh 
cairn.  

CGH101 
29U 0575306E 6007739N
A propped boulder approximately 1m across with 
an extended prop. 

CGH102 
29U 0575363E 6007655N
A pyramid propped boulder on a low plinth, 1.5m 
long, with a side stone (or side prop).  
Cf.: CGH015, CGH043, CGH057, CGH069b, and 
CGH096, which have a similar shape and 
positioning.  
Directional aspects: 118.5° to Cuilcagh cairn.  

CGH103 
29U 0575389E 6007639N
A propped boulder with a number of small props 
and one extended prop, which partially covers a 
small fossil basin on its plinth; several fossil basins 
and quartz pebbles exposed on the plinth.  

CGH104 
29U 0575557E 6007523N
A 1.2m long micro-propped boulder over a rift.  

CGH105a, CGH105b, CGH105c, CGH105d 
29U 0575400E 6007628N
A close group of four propped boulders.  
CGH105a is propped, approximately 1m across and 
slabby.  
CGH105b is a slabby propped boulder with quartz 
pebbles exposed on it.  
CGH105c has an extended prop.  
CGH105d has a distinct corner prop with a 
triangular profile, giving a slight extension.  
Directional aspects: bearing to Cuilcagh cairn is 
calculated as 118.5° from the group.  
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Fig. 15: kerbed standing stone CGH038.  Scale is

25cm horizontally and vertically.

Fig. 16: small propped boulder CGH017.  Scale is
25cm horizontally and vertically.

Thirdly, are a type of perched boulder which has

been positioned over the rifts that fringe the plateau,

which we termed 'bridging'.  CGH010 and CGH014 are

good examples, and both of them incorporate props.  In

CGH010 (fig. 19) the prop serves to elevate one end

and enhance the point of the boulder, while in CGH014

the prop raises the bridging boulder to the horizontal

position creating a table boulder (fig. 20).  

Fig. 17: small propped boulder CGH090.  Penknife is
11cm long.

Fig. 18: CGH071, with extended prop.  Scale is 30cm.

Fig. 19: propped rift-bridging boulder CGH010.  Scale
is 50cm.
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Fig. 20: propped rift-bridging table boulder CGH014.
Scale is 25cm horizontally and vertically.

Fig. 21: pyramidal boulders on Cuilcagh plateau.
Clockwise from top left: CGH015, CGH102, CGH069b,
CGH043, CGH057, CGH096.

Fourthly, an intriguing recurrent geometrical form

has emerged, in which a boulder is propped to create a

triangular or pyramidal profile.  Five of these pyramid

propped boulders have been recorded (CGH015,

CGH057, CGH069b, CGH96, and CGH102), and one

pyramid boulder without an apparent prop (CGH043)

(fig. 21).  Boulders positioned in such a way have strong

directional aspects (azimuth and elevation), besides

having a distinctive shape.  

The researchers have identified two features

peculiar to the Lackagh sandstone which forms the

Cuilcagh plateau, which the constructors of the boulder

monuments appear to have intentionally incorporated

into their designs.  These are beds of small rounded

quartz pebbles, and imprint fossils of extinct plants

related to clubmoss and horsetail (lepidodendron and

calamitaceae).  Many instances of each have been

recorded, and they are revealed both on the boulders

and on the plinths.  CGH039 is a good example, a

propped boulder sited on a plinth which shows both the

quartz pebbles and a fossil imprint basin (fig. 22).  The

pyramidal propped boulder, CGH015, is also aligned

with a fossil imprint basin (fig. 23).  

Fig. 22: fossil imprint basin and quartz pebble
exposure on the plinth of CGH039.  Scale is 30cm.

Both the fossil imprint basins and the quartz

pebbles must have had ritual significance.  Scultped

basins have been identified among the Burren-

Marlbank boulders (Burns and Nolan, 2017), and here

in the Lackagh sandstone the ancient people found

ready-made basins.  A similar use of fossil imprint

basins has also been noted on Thur Mountain in

County Leitrim (Gaby Burns, pers. comm.).  Quartz has

many ancient associations: it is the grianchloch, the

sunstone; it has been discovered with Neolithic and

Bronze Age Irish cave burials (Dowd, 2015) and in Irish

passage tombs; and utilised for stone tools.  Jones and

Goskar (2017) also discuss the possibility of quartz

featuring in moonlit rituals at the Hendraburnick Quoit,

Cornwall, (which looks remarkably like a propped slab).

In the above occurances the quartz would have been

imported, quarried or picked up from another area; on

Cuilcagh, the mountain itself provided the grianchloch.  
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Fig. 23: fossil imprint basin aligned with pyramidal
boulder CGH015 - note the ripple-marks in the
sandstone on the left face of the boulder.  Scale is
25cm horizontally and vertically.

Also of note among the Cuilcagh plateau

monuments are the ice-scoured boulders and sandstone

outcrops, worked into fantastical forms during the

glaciation.  Some of these fired off the researchers'

imaginations; it is not too far a stretch to conceive of the

ancients being similarly struck by these shapes.  Of

particular note are propped boulder CGH065b, which

stands upright, with two prominent bosses on top – the

similarity of these with breasts has led it to be dubbed

'Madonna' (fig. 24).  Also of note is propped boulder

CGH066, whose fluted form also has a feminine

appearance (fig. 25); this boulder lies on an alignment

with CGH065b and the Cuilcagh cairn, although it is out

of sight of CGH065b.  Sadly CGH066 has been

disturbed by a thoughlessly positioned finger-post.  Ice-

scouring features in other boulder monuments, and the

utilisation of these natural forms is worth further

investigation.  

Fig. 24: ice-scoured propped boulder CGH065b,
'Madonna'.  Scale is 30cm.

Fig. 25: ice-scoured propped boulder CGH066.  Inset
photograph shows damage that occurred in 2016.
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Fig. 26: CGH050b with its propped 'capstone' (left),
and double-propped CGH050a (right).

Fig. 27: CGH055a (rear) and CGH055b (front).  Scale
is 30cm.  

Monument relationships

In will be observed in the catalogue that an 'a',

'b', 'c', etc. notation is used with some boulder

monuments,  and those so grouped will be found in

close proximity.  Such grouping is practical, as resolving

the monuments individually is sometimes not possible

in the field.  (Individual monuments will be

distinguishable through the text and photographs in the

catalogue, and their coordinates can be resolved if

requ i red a t a la ter date . )  But i t is a lso

phenomenological, in that in many cases the surveyors

were struck by the setting of the boulder monuments in

relation to each other.  A boulder monument, it seems,

was not created in isolation.  Such settings, we felt,

were most surely deliberate in the minds of those who

created them.  We have touched on some above.

CGH035a, b, and c are an obvious group (fig. 4).

CGH050a and b (figs 7 & 8) are complimented by

CGH055a and b, dubbed the 'mother and child' by the

surveyors.  CGH055a is a large propped boulder (the

mother), whose prop faces the props of CGH050a;

'behind' CGH055a is CGH055b, a micro propped

boulder (the child), in the same way as the micro

propped capstone of CGH050b is 'behind' CGH050a

(figs 26 & 27).  

A remarkable example of paired boulder

monuments is provided by CGH099a and b (fig. 28).

Located on the northwestern end of the plateau, this
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Fig. 28: CGH099a (left) and CGH099b (right), a 
'gateway' monument to the plateau on the approach 
from Tiltinbane.  The inset photograph shows the 
view looking south-east towards them, with 
CGH099b visible on the skyline.  



pair of boulders sit on a low, fractured outcrop of

sandstone.  CGH099b is prominent on the horizon on

the approach from the north-west (heading south-east)

along the ridge – its pointed 'nose' distinguishes it.  On

closer approach CGH099a becomes visible, and the

symmetry of the setting becomes obvious, both in the

shape of the individual stones, and their positioning.

The setting thus becomes a 'gateway' feature when

approaching Cuilcagh summit from Tiltinbane.  

Another form of relationship between monuments

can be seen in the alignment of certain boulders and

monuments.  Of course, given such a large group of

points some will naturally fall into line with each other.

The difficulty with alignments lies in sorting the spurious

from the meaningful, and such a study, delving as it will

into archaeo-astronomy and the solar, lunar, and stellar

calendars, is beyond the scope of this report (and the

knowledge of the surveyors).  Nonetheless, three

alignments have struck the surveyors as significant and

I feel they are worth outlining here, if only to throw up

the possibilities for future studies on the Cuilcagh

plateau.  

• CGH062 to CGH065b ('Madonna') to 'blocking

boulder' to CGH066 to Cuilcagh cairn.  This

alignment has a bearing of 117° from CGH062

to the Cuilcagh cairn.  This very close to the

calculated azimuths for the Imbolc (119°) and

Samhain (115°) sunrises – given local

influences of topography the alignment could

indicate either sunrise in actuallity.  Regardless

of any possible astronomical significance, the

alignment is significant of itself: when standing

beside the Madonna boulder the Cuilcagh cairn

cannot be seen, as a small boulder has been

placed on the skyline to cover the view of it.  If

this 'blocking' boulder was not in place the

Cuilcagh cairn would be visible on the skyline.

It has also been noted above that CGH065b

and CGH066 are both fluted boulders with

similar 'feminine' appearances, and it has been

calculated that CGH066, although it cannot be

seen from CGH065b, is aligned with it and the

Cuilcagh cairn.  

• Cuilcagh cairn to Tiltinbane cairn.  This

alignment has not apparently been remarked

on before.  It was a curiousity to the surveyors

that the cairn on the Tiltinbane end of the ridge

does not in fact lie on Tiltinbane summit.  After

some thought, two aspects to its location were

noted.  (1): the cairn is more visible from the

north (Marlbank) area, the likely direction of

view (and veneration?) for the known

prehistoric communities in the Burren-Marlbank

area.  (2): from the Cuilcagh cairn the azimuth

to the Tiltinbane cairn is 300.5° - which accords

with the calculated azimuth of the sunset at

Beltane.  Given the viewpoint from the Cuilcagh

cairn, it is postulated that the sunset would be

seen over the Glenade valley in Co. Leitrim.  

• Tiltinbane summit to Cuilcagh cairn.  One

hundred metres south of the Laght a Phelim

cairn lies the Tiltinbane summit, rather

topographically unremarkable, and apparently

devoid of archaeological interest.  However one

small boulder sits on the summit, not yet

recorded, as it does not yet show any obvious

sign of modification.  What is worth comment is

the azimuth from here to the Cuilcagh cairn:

119°, or Imbolc sunrise.  It is noted that

CGH060, a prominent perched boulder, also

lies on this line.  

Conclusion

The communities of the Burren-Marlbank area

are in many ways backdropped by the bulk of Cuilcagh.

Many generations have come and gone here, and all

have left their mark on the landscape in some way:

from the prehistoric hut sites, relict walls, cairns,

megalithic tombs, and boulder monuments scattered

across the Burren-Marlbank; to the present-day Marble

Arch Caves UNESCO Global Geopark which seeks to

recognise the value of this landcape and introduce it to

present generations while conserving it for future

generations.  What is remarkable is the attraction of the
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mountain itself: prehistoric monumental alignments in

the Burren indicate the Cuilcagh cairn; a modern

'staircase to heaven' draws thousands of visitors to the

summit!  

It was not surprising to find a rich archaeological

landscape on the Cuilcagh plateau, which before was

overlooked: this report, it is hoped, is just the beginning

of studies on Cuilcagh Mountain.    A cairn at each end

of the ridge hardly indicates a venerated mountain.  But

the discovery of over 100 boulder monuments and

several other remains covering the ridge between the

two cairns shows that Cuilcagh was at one time a

thriving ritualised mountain – probably drawing at one

time similar numbers of people as now!  What these

ritual performances were remain hidden to us, but likely

some component was calendrical in nature.  What is

simply noted here, is that the remoteness of the

mountain has preserved for us this ancient landscape,

and it falls to us to continue its preservation in order that

we, and future generations, may know in some way the

depth of knowledge and feeling that drew people on to

the mountain in the first instance.  Contemporary

cultural pressures on the Cuilcagh plateau landscape

are great, the management issues complex, and the

budget undoubtedly small; but it would be a shame if

these present ly (academical ly) unrecognised

monuments from a different era continued to be

overlooked, and put at risk of irreparable damage.  
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Resources

NOAA Solar Calculator:

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/grad/solcalc/ 

Bearing calculator

http://www.movable-

type.co.uk/scripts/latlong.html

ViewRanger application

http://www.viewranger.com/en-GB
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